
diagnosis, aetiology and treatment in adiagnosis, aetiology and treatment in a

multimodal way. Treatment resistance ismultimodal way. Treatment resistance is

included. Single authors usually avoidincluded. Single authors usually avoid

straying from their disciplinary base (psy-straying from their disciplinary base (psy-

chopharmacology or psychological ther-chopharmacology or psychological ther-

apy) and so leave the tricky business ofapy) and so leave the tricky business of

integration to the generalist reader. Theintegration to the generalist reader. The

strength of this book is that the author hasstrength of this book is that the author has

done the work of integration. Anotherdone the work of integration. Another

strength that will appeal particularly tostrength that will appeal particularly to

candidates about to write the essay papercandidates about to write the essay paper

for Part II of the MRCPsych examination isfor Part II of the MRCPsych examination is

the developmental approach that thethe developmental approach that the

author takes. Despite its title, the book isauthor takes. Despite its title, the book is

not restricted to an adult perspective andnot restricted to an adult perspective and

so, for example, the relationship betweenso, for example, the relationship between

childhood separation disorder and later lifechildhood separation disorder and later life

problems is explored.problems is explored.

The weakness of a textbook like this isThe weakness of a textbook like this is

that parts of it will rapidly fall out of date,that parts of it will rapidly fall out of date,

but this is not my main criticism here. Ibut this is not my main criticism here. I

welcome many aspects of this book – thewelcome many aspects of this book – the

integration, the developmental viewpointintegration, the developmental viewpoint

and the guide to treatment resistance – butand the guide to treatment resistance – but

an opportunity to go further and to take aan opportunity to go further and to take a

critical stance has been missed. The bookcritical stance has been missed. The book

fairly reflects the debates that exist betweenfairly reflects the debates that exist between

believers, but the critical voice is missing:believers, but the critical voice is missing:

the voice that questions why there is sothe voice that questions why there is so

much evidence for some forms of treatmentmuch evidence for some forms of treatment

and not others, and that challenges theand not others, and that challenges the

assumptions underlying the diagnosticassumptions underlying the diagnostic

systems that constrain our thinking.systems that constrain our thinking.
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This book, called a companion, could beThis book, called a companion, could be

renamed a feast. People may not have therenamed a feast. People may not have the

time to sit through every course, but theytime to sit through every course, but they

ought at least to sample the atmosphere.ought at least to sample the atmosphere.

Indeed, anyone who does not wish toIndeed, anyone who does not wish to

attend the feast should, perhaps, be re-attend the feast should, perhaps, be re-

garded as having a disorder! To challengegarded as having a disorder! To challenge

this suggestion, to argue that a failure tothis suggestion, to argue that a failure to

wish to consume philosophy of psychiatrywish to consume philosophy of psychiatry

cannot be regarded as a ‘disorder’, iscannot be regarded as a ‘disorder’, is

already to be supping the same fare.already to be supping the same fare.

I should be amazed to find a psy-I should be amazed to find a psy-

chiatrist who could not discover somethingchiatrist who could not discover something

stimulating in this volume. In an auth-stimulating in this volume. In an auth-

oritative way it marks out a territory thatoritative way it marks out a territory that

must be of concern to psychiatrists: con-must be of concern to psychiatrists: con-

ceptual issues concerning the mind and theceptual issues concerning the mind and the

brain, personal identity, dangerousness,brain, personal identity, dangerousness,

competence, criminal responsibility, thecompetence, criminal responsibility, the

clash between biomedical and social con-clash between biomedical and social con-

structionist models of mental illness, thestructionist models of mental illness, the

notion of character, the nature of thoughtnotion of character, the nature of thought

insertion, and so on.insertion, and so on.

Nevertheless, it is possible to developNevertheless, it is possible to develop

hiccups during a feast. Some parts may behiccups during a feast. Some parts may be

too tough or a little spicy for some. This istoo tough or a little spicy for some. This is

unavoidable, because the philosophy ofunavoidable, because the philosophy of

psychiatry is so broad. Thus, there is apsychiatry is so broad. Thus, there is a

variety of topics, including (for instance)variety of topics, including (for instance)

descriptive psychopathology, psychother-descriptive psychopathology, psychother-

apy, child development and nosology; andapy, child development and nosology; and

a variety of styles, from some quite difficulta variety of styles, from some quite difficult

philosophical analysis (e.g. concerningphilosophical analysis (e.g. concerning

dissociative phenomena and a nonunitarydissociative phenomena and a nonunitary

view of the self) to more accessible talk ofview of the self) to more accessible talk of

the space of reasons and the realm of law inthe space of reasons and the realm of law in

connection with reductionism in science.connection with reductionism in science.

What really makes the feast for me isWhat really makes the feast for me is

when the philosophy is crucially relevant towhen the philosophy is crucially relevant to

practice. Here are three examples. First, inpractice. Here are three examples. First, in

the next week I shall be involved in athe next week I shall be involved in a

decision to compulsorily detain someonedecision to compulsorily detain someone

living in residential care who is bizarre andliving in residential care who is bizarre and

smelly. Reading about the definition ofsmelly. Reading about the definition of

mental disorder was exactly to the point.mental disorder was exactly to the point.

Second, in our discussions with families andSecond, in our discussions with families and

other professionals, an appreciation of theother professionals, an appreciation of the

centrality of values to psychiatric practicecentrality of values to psychiatric practice

helps to underpin the importance of givinghelps to underpin the importance of giving

time to these careful negotiations. Andtime to these careful negotiations. And

third, as we interact with our patients –third, as we interact with our patients –

especially with the pressures of time andespecially with the pressures of time and

value for money bearing down on us – tovalue for money bearing down on us – to

be reminded of the tradition ofbe reminded of the tradition of VerstehenVerstehen,,

of the need for empathic understanding, isof the need for empathic understanding, is

inspiring. At its best, philosophy caninspiring. At its best, philosophy can

provide a motivation for good practice,provide a motivation for good practice,

where the quality of our interactions shouldwhere the quality of our interactions should

count for as much as mundane outcomecount for as much as mundane outcome

measures.measures.
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We live in an age preoccupied by ‘risk’ andWe live in an age preoccupied by ‘risk’ and

its assessment and management, and by itsits assessment and management, and by its

partner, ‘security’ – both global and per-partner, ‘security’ – both global and per-

sonal. How refreshing to review a booksonal. How refreshing to review a book

which addresses some of the psychologicalwhich addresses some of the psychological

roots, in terms of attachment theory, ofroots, in terms of attachment theory, of

our sense of internal and mental securitiesour sense of internal and mental securities

(and insecurities) and that of our patients(and insecurities) and that of our patients

and institutions, and specifically one con-and institutions, and specifically one con-

sequence of failed security – social andsequence of failed security – social and

interpersonal violence.interpersonal violence.

This volume, which is divided intoThis volume, which is divided into

theoretical, clinical, institutional and re-theoretical, clinical, institutional and re-

search sections, gathers together a body ofsearch sections, gathers together a body of

original work on attachment applied tooriginal work on attachment applied to

forensic psychiatry and psychotherapy,forensic psychiatry and psychotherapy,

along with some previously publishedalong with some previously published

work.work.

Attachment theory originated in, andAttachment theory originated in, and

has since been developed from, the workhas since been developed from, the work

of John Bowlby. It offers the possibilityof John Bowlby. It offers the possibility

of (limited) quantification of mental repre-of (limited) quantification of mental repre-

sentations that hitherto remained onlysentations that hitherto remained only

qualitative, and can provide a bridgequalitative, and can provide a bridge

between the understanding provided bybetween the understanding provided by

cognitive science and psychoanalysis.cognitive science and psychoanalysis.

The first (and longest) chapter, by PeterThe first (and longest) chapter, by Peter

Fonagy, sets out densely but clearly theFonagy, sets out densely but clearly the

theoretical basis of developmental failure oftheoretical basis of developmental failure of

emotional containment, of mothering andemotional containment, of mothering and

mirroring. The consequences includemirroring. The consequences include
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disorders of attachment, which in this viewdisorders of attachment, which in this view

lead to relative failures of the capacity forlead to relative failures of the capacity for

mental reflection, affect discernment andmental reflection, affect discernment and

regulation, to confusions of the psychic andregulation, to confusions of the psychic and

somatic, and to later possible interpersonal,somatic, and to later possible interpersonal,

social violence. Psychiatrists may be moresocial violence. Psychiatrists may be more

familiar with the resultant diagnostic cate-familiar with the resultant diagnostic cate-

gories than with the details of intrapsychicgories than with the details of intrapsychic

developmental processes; the commondevelopmental processes; the common

denominator is ‘borderline personality dis-denominator is ‘borderline personality dis-

order’, which has been Fonagy’s focus oforder’, which has been Fonagy’s focus of

study. Two further theoretical chaptersstudy. Two further theoretical chapters

address largely technical matters withinaddress largely technical matters within

attachment research.attachment research.

Preliminary research data presented byPreliminary research data presented by

Fonagy (on adult and young offenders),Fonagy (on adult and young offenders),

by Adshead & Bluglass (on factitious illnessby Adshead & Bluglass (on factitious illness

by proxy), by Ross & Pfafflin (on maleby proxy), by Ross & Pfäfflin (on male

prisoners and control groups, including,prisoners and control groups, including,

intriguingly, fundamentalist Christians)intriguingly, fundamentalist Christians)

and by Lamottand by Lamott et alet al (on female killers(on female killers

and victims of domestic violence) alland victims of domestic violence) all

point to relative disorders of attach-point to relative disorders of attach-

ment – especially of the unstable andment – especially of the unstable and

dismissive types. Lamottdismissive types. Lamott et alet al propose apropose a

new category, ‘fragmented attachmentnew category, ‘fragmented attachment

representation’ (FRAG), for the intenselyrepresentation’ (FRAG), for the intensely

disorganised narratives of some individ-disorganised narratives of some individ-

uals – presumably as a result of theiruals – presumably as a result of their

complex traumatic pasts.complex traumatic pasts.

The chapters on attachment representa-The chapters on attachment representa-

tions and institutions – secure hospitalstions and institutions – secure hospitals

(Adshead as a psychotherapist, and(Adshead as a psychotherapist, and

Aiyebusi from a nursing perspective) andAiyebusi from a nursing perspective) and

prisons (Parker & Morris) – should be ofprisons (Parker & Morris) – should be of

interest to all of us who work in these toxicinterest to all of us who work in these toxic

environments. They offer helpful ways ofenvironments. They offer helpful ways of

conceptualising individual and organisa-conceptualising individual and organisa-

tional problems, and of creative responsestional problems, and of creative responses

within institutions which are, after all,within institutions which are, after all,

crucibles of pathology as well as society’scrucibles of pathology as well as society’s

attempt at providing ‘security’ and,attempt at providing ‘security’ and,

hopefully, repair.hopefully, repair.

However, treatmentHowever, treatment per seper se is only thinlyis only thinly

represented in this volume. I would notrepresented in this volume. I would not

count this as an omission if attachmentcount this as an omission if attachment

studies were seen as derivative from – asstudies were seen as derivative from – as

merely a part of an adjunct to – moremerely a part of an adjunct to – more

complete psychodynamic theories, butcomplete psychodynamic theories, but

there seems to be some ambivalence orthere seems to be some ambivalence or

lack of clarity about this running throughlack of clarity about this running through

the book. Attachment theory is elevated inthe book. Attachment theory is elevated in

some places to another ‘analytic theory’,some places to another ‘analytic theory’,

and in the main clinical contribution to theand in the main clinical contribution to the

book – the chapter by Paul Renn – this isbook – the chapter by Paul Renn – this is

made manifest. This chapter is very wellmade manifest. This chapter is very well

informed and clearly competent from aninformed and clearly competent from an

attachment theory perspective, but seemedattachment theory perspective, but seemed

to me to raise the perennially importantto me to raise the perennially important

issue of how to integrate exciting theore-issue of how to integrate exciting theore-

tical and methodological advances intotical and methodological advances into

clinical work without skewing the essential,clinical work without skewing the essential,

open-minded and personal nature of theopen-minded and personal nature of the

therapeutic relationship. This applicationtherapeutic relationship. This application

of attachment theory focuses on, and seeksof attachment theory focuses on, and seeks

out, childhood ‘trauma’ – separation, lossout, childhood ‘trauma’ – separation, loss

and abuse – from the first meeting and,and abuse – from the first meeting and,

predictably, finds it. It is heavily agenda-predictably, finds it. It is heavily agenda-

driven and there must be a danger that itdriven and there must be a danger that it

may be experienced as intrusive and coer-may be experienced as intrusive and coer-

cive, not to say bleak – even if tolerated bycive, not to say bleak – even if tolerated by

compliance. It reminded me of thosecompliance. It reminded me of those

‘recovered memory’ therapists of the‘recovered memory’ therapists of the

1990s, who were said to offer their clients1990s, who were said to offer their clients

the prospect of new memories, andthe prospect of new memories, and

invariably delivered. I am not sure whatinvariably delivered. I am not sure what

to think of the fact that this interventionto think of the fact that this intervention

was offered as ‘short-term counselling in awas offered as ‘short-term counselling in a

probation setting’, and was thereforeprobation setting’, and was therefore

obligatory.obligatory.

The significance of the findings ofThe significance of the findings of

attachment research, and their potentialattachment research, and their potential

for persuasion in the political and policyfor persuasion in the political and policy

arena, seem to me immense. Fonagy, at thearena, seem to me immense. Fonagy, at the

end of his chapter, articulates well theend of his chapter, articulates well the

personal and societal consequences of ourpersonal and societal consequences of our

changing social structures, and failure tochanging social structures, and failure to

support families and parenting functionsupport families and parenting function

sufficiently for adequate childhood emo-sufficiently for adequate childhood emo-

tional development. In the terms of thistional development. In the terms of this

book:book:

‘the failure of the coherent representation of‘the failure of the coherent representation of
self ^other relationships, and the complicationsself^other relationships, and the complications
within self organisation that become manifest aswithin self organisation that become manifest as
a consequence, occur increasingly frequen-a consequence, occur increasingly frequen-
tly. . . because society has relinquished some oftly. . . because society has relinquished some of
its caretaking functions, demolished its institu-its caretaking functions, demolished its institu-
tions for supporting emotional developmenttions for supporting emotional development
and shifted its priorities from the mental to theand shifted its priorities from the mental to the
material.We collectively pay a heavy price formaterial.We collectively pay a heavy price for
favouringmatter (physicalwell-being) overmindfavouringmatter (physicalwell-being) overmind
(the coherence of subjectivity)’.(the coherence of subjectivity)’.

Meanwhile, those with or withoutMeanwhile, those with or without

personality disorders increasingly seek thepersonality disorders increasingly seek the

solace of counselling; antisocial behavioursolace of counselling; antisocial behaviour

(and antisocial behaviour orders) are on the(and antisocial behaviour orders) are on the

increase; crime (and the ‘fight againstincrease; crime (and the ‘fight against

crime’) and, for example, domestic vio-crime’) and, for example, domestic vio-

lence, intensify; and prisons are the mostlence, intensify; and prisons are the most

predictable of (rapid) growth industries. Ispredictable of (rapid) growth industries. Is

it too much to hope that a book such asit too much to hope that a book such as

this might cause a few policy makers tothis might cause a few policy makers to

pause? I highly recommend this volume forpause? I highly recommend this volume for

clinicians, managers and policy makersclinicians, managers and policy makers

alike.alike.
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